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    Abstract 
Abstract 
Hi-tech enterprises are high developing and intellectual 
intensive. The human resources of hi-tech enterprises are creative 
and intent to change job frequently. There exist many problems in 
the development of Chinese hi-tech enterprises, such as the property 
right is unclear, the salary system is not good and their employees 
are not stable. As way of realizing employees’ property rights, 
Employee Stock Ownership (ESO) can well solve the problems existed 
in Chinese hi-tech enterprises. 
But there grow many problems in the application of ESO in Chinese 
hi-tech enterprises. So Chinese government and hi-tech enterprises 
should strengthen the research of ESO to improve the application of 
ESO in Chinese hi-tech enterprises. 
There are altogether seven chapters in this thesis: 
Chapter I explains the characteristics of Chinese hi-tech 
enterprises and their human resources, and then states the problems 
existed in Chinese hi-tech enterprises. 
Chapter II first defines ESO, and divides ESO into several kinds 
from three angles; Then it introduces nine common kinds of ESO; Last, 
it explains the roles of ESO to employees, enterprises，their stock 
owners and the country. 
Chapter III explains the significance of ESO to Chinese hi-tech 














The Application of ESO in Chinese Hi-tech Enterprises 
Chapter IV first introduces the current states of the application 
of ESO in Chinese hi-tech enterprises, and then points the problems 
existed in the application of ESO in Chinese hi-tech enterprises. 
Chapter V first states the application of ESO in one state-owned 
hi-tech enterprise—S Company, and then analyses the merits and 
demerits of ESO in S Company. 
Chapter VI gives several suggestions to Chinese government and 
hi-tech enterprises about the application of ESO in Chinese hi-tech 
enterprises on the basis of Part V. 
Chapter VII makes a summary for this thesis. 
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